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Abstract
To integrate wind power into the electrical power system 
studies need to be made of its impact. Wind plants are 
stochastic in nature and this makes them differ from 
traditional plants. One method to model the stochastic nature 
of wind plants is to create a wind field model and simulate 
wind data that can then be used to determine power outputs. 
There are a large number of models available, however often 
these models are not adequately validated. This paper 
proposes a number of criteria that all wind field models 
should be validated against and the methods that can be used 
to do this. 
1 Introduction 
The twin fears of Climate Change and Peak Oil have 
prompted many countries to look at alternative energy 
sources, such as renewable electricity generation. One of the 
most commercially viable renewable technologies is wind 
energy, which has the potential to supply a large proportion of 
electricity demand worldwide. However, as wind penetration 
in power systems increases important decisions need to be 
made regarding investment in energy infrastructure, both to 
minimise curtailment of wind and ensure overall reliability of 
supply of electricity [6]. 
The stochastic nature of wind means power output from wind 
farms fluctuate on an hour to hour and day to day basis. This 
makes it difficult to predict power flows in a system using 
traditional techniques. By having a model that can predict the 
likely power output of wind farms a probability based model 
of power flows in the network can be produced. Reliability 
studies require long data sets, as the occurrence of rare events 
that are critical to the power system need to be captured. As 
data regarding wind farm outputs is currently limited, these 
models usually employ wind speed data to derive the power 
output of current and potential wind farms. 
Although historical wind speed data is preferable to 
synthesised data, it is not always of sufficient quantity and 
quality. A model that can simulate data can overcome these 
problems [7]. Synthesised data can be used to fill previously 
missing data points, or replace erroneous data points, and can 
also be applied to different time periods or even to locations 
where data has not previously been recorded giving a better 
representation of wind speeds across countries.  
To make important decisions utilising such models, the 
models need to be rigorously validated and shown to 
accurately represent the wind field. Previous analyses have 
looked at various aspects, for example the distribution of 
wind speeds, the variability of the wind on an hour-to-hour 
basis and the duration and period of calms [12]. However, so 
far there has been a failure to validate models as regards to 
the effect of spatial and temporal correlation between regions, 
and the diurnal and seasonal trends in wind speeds that are 
important to match generation with demand. 
In this paper a rigorous validation process is described that 
ensures all these characteristics are taken into account. This 
means where models are shown to be deficient, improvements 
can be made, and where limitations remain they are at least 
understood, thus permitting transmission system operators to 
make informed decisions about where to invest their capital 
and reinforce the network. 
2 Literature review 
Power system impact studies that take into account the 
integration of wind require models to simulate the variable 
nature of the wind plants. This can be done by either directly 
modelling the power outputs or by modelling the wind and 
then converting to electrical output using a suitable power 
curve. Due to the accessibility of wind data compared to wind 
farm power data, the later method is discussed in this paper as 
the preferred approach.  
There are many types of wind field model being considered 
for use in power system impact studies; a comprehensive 
literature review of wind speed and wind power models is 
provided in [7]. 
Statistical wind field models include Persistence, VAR, 
ARIMA, ARMA and Neural Networks [5]. Persistence is a 
simple model, which assumes that the future hours wind 
speed will be the same as the current wind speed. Although 
very basic, this acts as a good reference to compare other 
more complex models. Vector Auto-Regressive models with 
detrending of annual and diurnal trends and ARMA models 
have managed to capture some of the seasonal and diurnal 
effects required of long term simulations for power system 
planning [4,7].  
Numerical weather predictions that model the physics of the 
weather system have also been used [2]. Although more 
detailed than statistical models, the added complexity has 
been considered inappropriate for power system impact 
studies [8]. 
Wind field models have tended to be validated by comparing 
the auto-correlation, probability density functions of the 
annual wind speed distributions and sometimes variability of 
the wind [8,9]. The Root Mean Square error (RMSe) in 
forecast predictions is also a common metric. The frequency 
and duration of calms has also been mentioned by a minority 
of authors [10,11,12]. These approaches are combined in this 
paper. 
3 Wind system impact characteristics 
Certain characteristics of the wind are of particular 
importance to assess the impact that increased wind 
penetration will have on the power system. The obvious 
difference between conventional and wind generation is the 
uncontrollable intermittency of the wind. 
At times of low wind, areas that rely on wind power may 
have to import electricity from elsewhere, whereas at times of 
high wind regions with high wind penetration may be net 
exporters of electricity. A balance needs to be found that 
avoids excessive curtailment of wind while taking into 
account the costs associated with reinforcing the grid, all 
while maintaining reliability. This is looked at in [11]. A 
more developed approach will need to take into account 
which regions have a large amount of wind generation, and 
the variation of wind speeds between regions. 
The duration of low wind periods is also important, as this 
effects the amount of storage required to balance out the grids 
energy requirements. Short term calms on the order of hours 
may be compensated for by pumped storage whereas longer 
periods will require reserve plants to be brought online. The 
choice of this support generation will be partly based on the 
characteristics of these calms, but will also depend on the 
variability of the wind. 
During periods of high wind penetration, the variability of the 
wind will require increased levels of spinning reserve, both to 
cope with short term fluctuations and likely changes in wind 
speed. On time-scales of about 4 hours the variability is of 
particular importance, as this is the time required to start up a 
Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) plant [12]. If a model 
can accurately predict the wind speed on the short term (i.e. 
1-24 hours in advance) it would also be a useful tool in 
system operation, as well as system planning. 
At timescales of 1 to 5 hours look ahead, wind farm owners 
are often required to give rolling forecasts, as a result it is 
important to have an economic, efficient and reliable method 
for producing these forecasts. In other countries, the system 
operator takes on this responsibility; however it is equally 
important, for the same reason, that they have an accurate 
prediction model. Longer range forecasts of 5 plus hours will 
allow the wind farm operators to plan and carry out 
maintenance efficiently, rather than basing maintenance 
strategy on seasonal trends [5]. 
4 Validation procedure 
Validation is, as described in the Literature review, often 
done using measures such as the RMSe forecast prediction, 
comparison of the auto-correlation function or through pdfs of 
the annual wind speed distribution. Although these cover 
some of the criteria mentioned above, certain aspects are 
lacking, and it is rare that a full validation process is 
considered. In this paper a clear description of a number of 
validation tools is given. It is hoped these will aid in the 
proper validation of future wind field models and highlight 
the deficiencies that likely exist in a number of the current 
models. The methods proposed are designed to be clear to the 
user what the impact of the model not aligning to real data 
has, rather than abstract statistical metrics which are harder to 
interpret, such as looking at the auto-correlation function. 
For illustrative purposes the VAR model developed by the 
authors is used to demonstrate the various validation 
techniques proposed [7]. The time steps are of one hour, 
however more concentrated data may also be used. The 
comparisons are also given in a “per year” scale, so that 
simulations can be run of various lengths and still be 
compared. Error bars are of 2?, showing a 95% confidence 
level. 
4.1 Annual wind speed distribution 
The probability distribution of hourly wind speeds over the 
course of a year is important in energy calculations to 
determine the total energy a wind plant will produce. It also 
shows whether the model is properly simulating both low and 
high wind speed events. For example in Figure 1 low wind 
speeds appear to be under-represented, whereas near and 
above rated wind speeds are over-represented. This will result 
in an over-estimation of the total energy the wind plant will 
produce during a year and in power flow simulations this will 
lead to incorrect predictions about the proportion of times 
with high and low wind penetrations. 
Figure 1 Annual wind speed distribution 
A measure to help quantify how well the model matches with 
the data is a simple RMSe calculation of the probability 
distributions. To do this the difference between the model-
generated pdf (Pmodel,b) and the real data pdf (Pdata,b) at a series 
of wind speed bins is taken (see Equation (1)), where B is the 
total number of wind speed data bins and b is the individual 
wind speed bin). 
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When a number of sites are present this can give a quick 
overview and highlight specific sites that are either well 
modelled or deficient, as in Figure 2. Then by comparing 
additional site characteristics between the best and worst 
performing sites the deficiencies and reasons for these can be 
recognised.
Figure 2 RMSe errors on the pdfs for  a number of sites 
4.3 Periods of calm 
The occurrence of calm periods where the wind speed is 
below 4m/s, the cut-in speed for many turbines, shows how 
well the model will capture times when little or no power is 
produced from the wind plants.  
The number of sites that are simultaneously experiencing 
times of calm gives an estimation of how well the sites are 
spatially correlated and it is of particular interest when many 
sites are simultaneously calm, as this loss of generation will 
need to be supplemented by another form of generation. This 
can have important implications when testing the extremes of 
the power system.  
In Figure 3 times when many sites are simultaneously calm 
are overestimated, this is preferable to being underestimated 
as it will mean the power system is overdesigned, however 
this has cost implications. The amount of time when all plants 
are operating (zero calm sites), is also overestimated, again, 
overestimating this will result in a non-optimum power 
system. 
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Figure 3 Graph showing the number of hours when a given 
number of sites are calm per year 
The duration of calms is also important. In system impact 
studies this will determine where the generation will likely 
come from and what parts of the grid need particular 
attention. The duration of the calms also gives a good idea of 
how well the model captures synoptic variations in wind 
speed - in the UK long term calm durations typically 
represent low pressure weather systems passing through. 
Figure 4 shows how the model and real data can be compared 
in grouped categories. Relatively short calm periods can be 
balanced with spinning reserve, whereas longer term calm 
periods will need additional plants brought online. 
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Figure 4 Bar chart showing the proportion of calms lasting a 
given time as shown by the groups (1 hour, 2 hours, 3-4 
hours, 5-8 hours, etc.) 
4.3 Wind speed variability 
The variability is a measure of the rate of change of wind 
speed. It performs a similar role to the auto-correlation 
function. The calculation used is as follows: 
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Where )( tW ?  is the change in magnitude of wind speed, tn
is the nth simulation time step and ?t is the time horizon. 
On short time scales of up to about 4 hours ahead a good 
approximation to the variability is useful so that reserve back-
up is accurately modelled in power system impact studies: a 
CCGT has a start-up time of 4 hours [12]; and accurate 
representation shows that the model incorporates the correct 
level of uncertainty in wind speeds for each time step of the 
simulation. Figure 5 shows a close match, the diurnal wind 
speed variations can also be noted when the time scale is 
expanded. Variability is reduced at 24 hour intervals as the 
corresponding hours are influenced by the diurnal trends. 
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Figure 5 A typical wind speed variability curve 
In Figure 6 the change in wind speeds at a 4 hour ahead time 
horizon are looked at. This determines how well the model 
simulates changes in wind speed. In the example the model 
under predicts some of the larger changes in wind speed and 
in impact studies this means some of the more extreme power 
scenarios where flows are altering rapidly would not be given 
the weight they deserve when making planning decisions. 
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Figure 6 Distribution of absolute wind speed change over 4 
hours 
4.4 Wind speed volatility 
The volatility is a measure of the change in wind speed 
expected at any given wind speed. The volatility of the wind 
is important particularly at below rated operation of wind 
turbines, as any variations in wind speed will result in 
changes of power output. The power output is proportional to 
the cube of the wind speed, so the effect of volatility is 
amplified while below rated wind speed, resulting in large 
power fluctuations. These will need to be balanced by 
spinning reserve. In Figure 7 the volatility increases slightly 
with wind speed, the model on the other hand has an 
approximately steady volatility; the important section to 
mimic correctly is at below rated wind speeds, 4-15 m/s. 
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Figure 7 Variation of hourly mean absolute change in wind 
speed with wind speed level 
4.2 Look ahead RMSe 
The RMS look ahead error is a measure of the predictive 
power of the model: it demonstrates how well the model may 
be used to forecast future wind speeds.  
At each look ahead hour the difference between the predicted 
and the actual wind speed across the entire data set is 
calculated, squared, summed then square rooted to get the 
RMSe. To determine the effectiveness of the model a 
comparison is made with predictions from a persistence 
model. Figure 8 shows an example where the performance of 
the model improves compared to the persistence prediction 
with increasing look ahead times. 
Figure 8 Forecasting ability of model showing improvements 
over persistence predictions 
4.5 Correlation between sites 
As well as temporal correlation weather systems also result in 
spatial correlation. This is often ignored in wind field models 
by either falsely assuming sites can be simulated individually 
without reference to each other or treating large areas as 
having just one average wind speed at any given time. In 
reality this is not the case and spatial correlations can have an 
impact on the stability of the power system. For example, if 
power flows typically run in a north-south direction and on a 
particular day there is abnormally high winds in the north and 
low winds in the south this could overload certain 
transmission lines and lead to curtailment of wind plants, 
potentially reducing revenue for these generators or costing 
the transmission operator in balancing fees [1]. 
The method proposed here to confirm that spatial correlation 
has been correctly included is to measure the correlation 
between pairs of sites at different distances from each other, 
and plot to compare the model with real data. Figure 9 shows 
how sites close together are well correlated whereas sites 
further apart are only weakly correlated. The reason behind 
this is that sites close together are experiencing the same 
weather conditions.  
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Figure 9 Graph showing correlation between pairs of sites, 
with decreasing correlation with increasing separation 
The implication of this is that regions of the grid will 
experience high or low wind output at the same time, 
meaning flows into and out of these regions will be affected. 
Also, this shows the advantage of spreading wind plants 
further apart, as the uncorrelated plants can act to balance out 
the power output, reducing the overall variability of the wind 
plants.
5 Conclusion 
A number of techniques have been described that can be used 
to validate wind field models for power system impact 
studies. The implication of failing to validate models using 
each of these methods is described along with the method.  
The criteria required of a wind field model for different power 
system impact studies will vary depending on what is being 
looked at, however a full validation, like has been described 
here, is advised for all wind field models so that they are not 
used inappropriately and false conclusions reached. 
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